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ABSTRACT 

 

Freely expressing yourself is the right of all human in the whole world, even if 

they are different in races, gender, faith, etc. we all have the same amount of right 

especially when it comes to expressing yourself. even in the society we often hear 

sentences like " be yourself " and " freely expressing yourself" but if these 

sentences touch even just a small one to expressing your gender, society's 

perspective is like turn 180 degree from " freely expressing yourself " to " but not 

like that kind of expression " it's like the society want to make a boundarie in the 

word of freely. i as an artist i've talked to people who expressing their gender and 

some of them said " society are rejecting us because they're not understand what is 

gender expression " i'm agree to disagree because i believe that human doesn't 

need to understand each other for they to respect each other. Empathizing is the 

right thing to do for human if they want to respect each other, with people 

empathizing each other things like judgmental etc will not happen, and i also 

believe that all human in the world have a feeling to empathize, big or small it's 

depends to the individual, and i as an artist take this as my advantage in my 

artwork. In my installation video i'm playing with room to help the art to shine 

more, so i paint the room to black and i have one monitor and several mannequin 

in there. the point of this room is to expand the video on monitor so the audience 

can feel it direcly not just from his eyes but from all his senses the video in 

monitor represent the people who expressing their gender and the mannequin is 

represent the society. i'm as the artist hoping that the artwork can erase the 

boundaries like minor to mayor etc. 
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